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easy quilt

Designed and made by Jess Entwistle
for Lewis and Irene
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easy quilt
FINISHED SIZE

48 x 571/2 in (122x146cm)

FABRIC USED

All fabrics from the range were used
Use two 10in (251/2cm) squares from each print:
• A301.1 Jurassic sea on cream
• A301.2 Jurassic sea on blue
• A301.3 Jurassic sea on charcoal
• A302.1 Rock on natural
• A302.2 Rock on grey green
• A302.3 Rock on dark grey
• A303.1 Land dinos on natural
• A303.2 Land dinos on grey
• A303.3 Land dinos on grey green
• A304.1 Natural ammonites
• A304.2 Coral pink ammonites
• A304.3 Dark sand ammonites
• A305.1 Dino rock layers on blue
• A305.2 Dino rock layers on grey green
• A305.3 Dino rock layers on greys
Applique dinosaurs cut from:
• A327 Cut out Dinos (digital print)

OTHER KIT

Backing and binding fabric – 4yds (4m)
Wadding – 52x61in (132x155cm), or cut down a twin size
Bondaweb
Matching sewing thread
Repositionable basting spray or curved pins (refer to
Basting your Quilt section)

Use a 1/4in (6mm) seam allowance. Use a walking foot if
you have one. This easy to make quilt is made up from
thirty 10in (251/2cm) squares for the front. We used two
squares from each of the fifteen fabrics from the
Kimmeridge Bay range, as well as some dinosaurs fussy
cut from the panel appliqued on top. We guide you
through each step to make this simple quilt with full
instructions and pictures, simple to follow if you’ve never
made a quilt before. It’s a great way of using one of our
Kimmeridge Bay Scrumptious Square packs. As each
Scrumptious Square pack uses forty-two 10in (251/2cm)
squares on the quilt front, you’ll have leftovers to make
other projects. You just need to provide the wadding,
backing and binding fabric.

CUTTING OUT

• Backing and binding fabric – cut 6 width of fabric (WOF)
21/4in (6cm) strips for the binding.
• Cut the remaining fabric in half to make two pieces
for the backing. If you’re using a Scrumptious Square
pack, you don’t need to cut anything for the quilt front.
If not, then using fabric of your choice cut out thirty 10in
(251/2cm) squares.

PIECING YOUR QUILT FRONT

1. Our quilt is made up of six rows of five squares with
dinosaurs randomly appliqued on some of the squares.
Place your thirty 10in (251/2cm) squares on the floor and
decide on your layout. Take a photo for reference.
2. Group each row into a separate stack and number the
stacks.
3. Take your first row and using your photo as a guide
sew the row together. Take your first two fabric squares
and pin them right sides (RS) together, making sure the
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square you want on the left has its right edge pinned to
the left side edge of the second square. Sew together.
Add the other three squares to the strip in the same
manner. You can chain piece if you wish - sewing squares
1 and 2 together, then 3 and 4; then sewing these two
strips together and adding the fifth square. 1
4. Repeat for each of your six rows. Press the seams to
one side for each row in the opposite direction to the
row above. This means that your seams will nest nicely
together once sewn.
5. Sew your six strips together, making sure you line up
your seams as you sew. 2
6. Press your quilt front, check that your seams nest as
they should. 3

ADDING YOUR APPLIQUE

1. Work out which dinosaurs you want from your panel.
Cut a piece of Bondaweb larger than your dinosaur and
iron it onto the wrong side (WS) of the fabric behind the
dinosaur image. Cut out your dinosaur. Repeat for each
dinosaur you want. 4
2. Lay your quilt top flat on the floor and place your
Bondawebed dinosaurs where you want them to go. Take
a photo for reference.
3. Iron each Bondawebed dinosaur onto your quilt front,
then topstitch or zigzag stitch around the edge of the
applique. 5

BASTING YOUR QUILT

1. Using a repositionable basting spray is the quickest
method for basting a quilt. Though you could tack or use
curved quilting pins (or safety pins) if you prefer. Baste
on the floor or use a table, as long as the surface is flat it

doesn’t matter. If using a table, baste one half at a time
- baste one half of the wadding and quilt top, then move
the basted section over the table edge and repeat for the
other side. Your wadding needs to be a couple of inches
bigger than your quilt front, and your backing fabric
needs to be bigger than your wadding. This is because
there may be some shifting of the layers during quilting,
though if you use a walking foot there probably won’t be.
2. Sew the two backing fabric pieces together along
the selvedge using a 3/8in (1cm) seam allowance, press
the seam open. Cut down to no smaller than 56x65in
(142x165cm). You will have excess fabric left over for
other projects.
3. Lay your backing fabric RS down on the flat surface,
use tape to stick each side down, making sure the fabric
is smooth with no wrinkles. Place your wadding on top,
trim if necessary. Check the wadding is central to the
backing fabric. If you’re using spray, fold your wadding in
half horizontally and line up the wadding fold in the middle of your fabric backing. Spray basting spray on the first
12in (30cm) of wadding then fold it onto the fabric and
smooth flat. Repeat for the rest of your wadding top half,
smoothing as you go. Then start on the other half of your
wadding from the middle again, basting the wadding
onto the fabric back.
4. Press your quilt front then if spray basting, repeat the
wadding steps as above to baste your quilt front to your
wadding. If you prefer to use pins then place your wadding on top of your quilt back, smoothing it flat, then add
your quilt top and pin all three layers together.
5. Tack around the edge of your quilt top to hold the
sandwich together if you wish. Once you have basted
remove the tape. 6
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QUILTING YOUR QUILT

1. Lengthen your stitch on your sewing machine to 3 and
quilt as you wish. We stitched in the ditch (quilted along
the seam lines) and around the dinosaurs. If you prefer
you could just sew horizontal, vertical, or diagonal lines
across your quilt, quilting over your applique.
2. We buried our threads as we quilted for any quilting
lines that ended on the quilt front. To do this you need to
tie off your threads to the front or back of the quilt then
pull them through and cut off the excess. Pull both your
threads to one side of your quilt - traditionally this is to
the back, but we have done this to the front here. Tie
them into a double knot close to the fabric. 7
3. Thread both threads onto a needle then sew the
threaded needle through the fabric back through the
hole where your threads came through, then out an inch
or so away, pull the threads through the hole, thereby
pulling the knot inside the quilt. Cut off the excess thread
so that it is hidden inside the quilt. 8 9
4. Once quilting is finished cut off the excess wadding
and backing fabric, so your sandwich is the size of your
quilted front. 10

CREATING YOUR BINDING

1. Join your binding strips together by placing two strips
at 90-degree angles to each other with RS facing and raw
edges matching. Sew along the diagonal from the top left
corner to the bottom right corner. Trim off the excess
fabric, press the seam open and cut off the pointed ends.
2. Fold your long strip in half lengthways WS together,
press. 11
3. Place one end of the strip 8in (20cm) in from a corner
on the front of your quilt. Make sure you align the
binding and quilt edges. 12

4. Sew the binding to the quilt with a ¼in (6mm) seam
allowance, starting 8in (20cm) along from the binding
short edge. So 16in (41cm) from the quilt edge.
5. To create mitred corners. Stop 1/4in (6mm) from the
first corner, sew the last 1/4in (6mm) to the corner, then
take the quilt off the machine. 13
6. Fold the binding up at an angle where the stitching
ends. Fold the binding back down along the next side of
the quilt. Start sewing from the top edge, sewing over
the folded corner and down the next side. Repeat steps
for all sides and corners until you reach the start of your
binding. 14 15 16

FINISHING OFF YOUR BINDING

1. You will have some binding excess. Cut off a 4in (10cm)
strip from the excess and open it out so you can see its
21/4in (6cm) width.
2. Lay your original binding flat with the excess binding
on top of it, place your 4in (10cm) wide cut strip so that
the right side of your strip is lined up with the original
binding end. Mark the left side of your cut strip where it
joins the excess binding and cut off the binding excess. 17
3. Open out the two binding strip ends and place them
RS together at a 90-degree angle as you did when joining
your binding strips. Pin, then sew them together from
corner to corner. Mark the diagonal sewing line if you
wish. 18 19 20
4. Pull your quilt flat to check your joined binding is
correct, then cut off the excess outside of the seam and
finger press the seam open. Press the binding in half then
sew the unsewn binding to your quilt. 21 22 23
5. Press the binding over to the WS, fold your corners
into mitred points, pin or use fabric clips, then slip stitch
all the way around to finish your quilt. 24 25 26
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